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How long have we waited for an affordable book of Yeats, a book that
contains all the essential Yeats? Yet, a book that is cheap enough for both
graduate and undergraduate students, and which is convenient enough for
scholars as well. Finneran’s new book, which is not that new to those
who have it because it was published in 1997, came to me as a little
surprise and as a gift by Amazon.Com. I went through the long list of
Yeats on the Amazon.Com home page at the Website, when the new title
of the book found me happy and with some expectation. I usually feel
reluctant to buy a reader because it is redundant and more often than
not results in a waste of money. As I had a gift certificate offered by
Amazon. Com, I decided to try it. Now how happy I am.
As Finneran says in his acknowledgements, many other scholars have
contributed to the making of this book, and indeed such a fine book is
the result of many of the good Yeats books published so far. But above
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all, this book is one of the prime examples a good scholar, like Finneran,
could set, and we are indebted to him and very grateful to him for it.
The Yeats Reader consists of sections, not numbered, Poems, Plays,
Autobiographical Writings, Critical Writings, Prose Fiction, and Notes. The
categories of Poems and Plays do not invite any argument. The rest of the
categories may or may not cause disagreement on which belongs to which.
Each of the prose work may be seen as a criticism one way or another as
the need to do so arises. But to me on first looking at the classifications,
the division is done in a rather objective way. Except the prose fiction,
both Autobiographical Writings and Critical Writings could be read to read
Yeats’s poems and plays and fictions, side by side, thus to enhance the
deepening of the understanding and appreciation of Yeats’s poems or plays
or short fiction.
The reader in question is a convenient tool for advanced students and
scholars, too. It is so because of the painstaking, careful annotation at the
end of the book. The Notes is wonderful. I think I could move around
without the burden of the voluminous Yeats books with me, when I attend
a Yeats conference in and outside Korea. Particularly, when you go
abroad, it is a real burden to carry a heavy load of books. To carry a
paper and this book, and a sketchbook with watercolor, in my case, would
be all I need when I go out of Korea. I express my thanks to those who
worked so hard to make this book, particularly, to Finneran.
To get familiar with this book and make it mine, I have been reading
from the very beginning toward the end. When I am done, I hope to
suggest some improvement if the book asks me to.

